ESSAY ERROR CORRECTION
Free online check for spelling, grammatical errors and correct diction.

I make a note of the mistakes that I hear; whether they are pronunciation, grammatical or lexical. Below you'll
find our lists of printable paragraph correction worksheets. Be clear of the aims of the task and make sure
students are aware of what you expect from them. There are times when this is appropriate but most students
do want to have some of their mistakes corrected as it gives them a basis for improvement. One way of doing
it is to divide a page into three columns: Mistake. The important thing is that students are expressing
themselves and thinking on their feet. They are tested on their knowledge of punctuation, spelling, syntax,
symmetry, vocabulary, and verb tense usage. Binding, bookmaking, and or collation of our worksheets,
reproduction and or duplication of our worksheets on other websites, and or use of our worksheets for
commercial gain is strictly prohibited. Have fun and help preserve the environment at the same time. What's
more, correction worksheets give students more practice identifying common grammar, spelling, and
punctuation errors. I collect a selection of their errors and then stop the activity. With large groups you may
have to go with the majority, but if you have a small group you can cater for individual needs. One way to
give students a choice on how much they want to be corrected in a particular class or activity is for them to
make a traffic light to put on their desk. Are you working on accuracy or fluency? Your quotation is inaccurate
in some detail, perhaps by omitting an initial capital letter at the start of a line. Often students have clear ideas
about how they would like you to correct them. I write a selection of the mistakes on the board and ask
students to correct them. So, the question is; When and how should you correct your students? Favorite
horrible examples result from confusion between "its" and it's" and between "to" and "too. Pointing behind
you is a classic to indicate to students that they should have used a past tense. Students can also correct one
another. They can have a notebook and pen and make notes of mistakes they hear. Usually most of the
mistakes can by corrected by the students themselves. Students often appreciate instant correction. For a class
discussion for example, fluency would be appropriate. Some teachers create all sorts of hand signals to
indicate the type of error. The other extreme is to let the conversation flow and not to correct any mistakes. On
these worksheets, students must choose the best way to correct errors highlighted in the given paragraph. Try
out our online paragraph correction quizzes here! The mere presence of a plural noun in between the subject
and verb does not justify changing the verb to the plural if the grammatical subject is singular. Paragraph
Correction Worksheets Terms of Use Correction exercises are valuable because they allow students to learn to
proofread and edit. It also gives beginning students practice learning new idiomatic expressions. If students are
working in pairs and you have a left over student, why not assign them the role of assistant teacher? If your
quotation is run into your own text as opposed to being indented and typed line for line , indicate line breaks
by using a slash. Is is correct to say that Tom lives at Main street or on main street? Ask the students how they
want to be corrected This sounds obvious but it can be easily overlooked. That sounds harsh, but it's true.
Plural subjects take plural verbs. I would like to offer several ideas of how to go about it. New mistakes or the
same old ones? Each paragraph correction worksheet is 8 questions long. Most of the content tested is
explained in other sections on this website. By noting their mistakes students have a record of their progress
and can avoid repeating the same mistakes time and time again. Talk to your students about error correction
and to find out from them how they like to be corrected. If they do their job well they could even run the
correction slot with their mistakes instead of you.

